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Figure 1: (a-b) burning effect on ground or wood, applying different operations starting from same sources and compositing them, (c) a
sequence showing the embedding of a metal decoration in a concrete greek column using the seamless cloning. Notice how using physical
space presents artefacts. (d-f) start and end of GPU painting sessions.

Abstract

Editing spatially-varying appearance is commonplace in most
graphics applications. In this paper, we focus on materials whose
appearance is described by BRDFs or BSSRDFs, with parameters
specified by textures, and with local frame perturbations, namely
bump, normal and tangent maps. Editing these materials amounts
to editing the textures that encode the spatial variation. To per-
form these edits, artists commonly adopt imaging softwares since
they have rich toolsets and well-understood user interfaces. But
editing material parameters as images does not produce consistent
results since the parameters’ behaviours in their relative spaces are
not taken in account. Our goal is to address this issue with a so-
lution that is practical, in that we do not want to change material
representation or editing workflow to ensure adoption. We observe
that most image editing operations can be written as linear com-
bination of colors. We thus define editing spaces for material pa-
rameters such that linear operations in these spaces respect their
inherent meaning of the parameters. Transformations to and from
editing spaces are non-linear to capture the non-linear behaviour of

the parameters. Since GPUs are particularly efficient when execut-
ing linear operations, they can be used well with editing spaces.We
demonstrate the use of editing spaces to edit microfacet BRDFs and
SubEdit BSSRDFs by performing various imaging operations such
as layering, linear and non-linear filtering, local and global contrast
enhancements, and hardware-accelerated painting.
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1 Introduction

Editing spatially-varying materials is a common task in content
creation. In most applications, materials are described by pro-
grammable shaders or shading networks that define the material
model (e.g. Phong [1975], Cook-Torrance [1981], etc.). The spatial
variations are encoded in textures that are used to define the param-
eters of the material, such as diffuse and specular colors, rough-
ness and local frame variations (normals and tangents). To alter the
overall material, artists can edit the shading networks or their global
parameters in the modeling software. To modify spatial variations,
artists edit the textures using image editing software (e.g. Photo-
shop), since these packages have a large library of operations and
well understood user interfaces. When image edits are applied to
material parameters, operations are applied as if they were colors.
A lot of production time is spent tweaking with these image op-
erations, due to the loss of predictability and knowledge on how
material parameters behave in their relative domains. We seek to
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address this issue by deriving a practical solution that does not sub-
stitute these editing workflows, but improves them.

In the past decade, many algorithms have been proposed to pro-
vide basic editing operations for altering spatially-varying mate-
rials. These operations are roughly equivalent to what is found
in image editing software, but designed specifically to work on
material parameters. The proposed methods range from selection
([Pellacini and Lawrence 2007; An and Pellacini 2008]), histogram
manipulation ([An et al. 2011]), parameter tuning interfaces ([Kerr
and Pellacini 2010]), multi-scale synthesis ([Wu et al. 2011], [Wu
et al. 2013]) and BRDF decomposition [Lawrence et al. 2006], etc.
While these works begin to address the lack of editing operations
focused on materials, they are still very few in number, especially
considering the richness of image editing software.

In this paper, we focus on editing the spatial variations in the ap-
pearance of object surfaces. Since we want to adopt current editing
workflows, we do not introduce new appearance representations.
We consider editing the appearance of surfaces described by a mi-
crofacet BRDF, with both analytic and sampled distributions, per-
turbed local frames (normals and tangents) and heterogenous sub-
surface scattering factored using SubEdit [Song et al. 2009]. Spatial
variation is encoded by storing the material parameters as textures.
This material representation is the most commonly used in today’s
production environments and games [McAuley et al. 2013].

In contrast with prior work, we do not introduce new specialized
operations, since these would just be a small fraction of what is
available in current image editing software. We instead derive a
new formulation for the physical appearance parameters, which we
term editing space, that allows the use of most image editing oper-
ations while at the same time respecting the behavior of the edited
parameter in its relative domain. Fig. 1 shows sequences of ed-
its performed on spatially-varying BRDFs using various image op-
erations. Note that applying image editing operations directly on
material parameters, does not lead to wanted results, as shown in
Fig. 2. As an example, editing a bump map with Photoshop for al-
tering normals leads to unexpected behavior, while modifying the
edit space representation of the local frame preserves the edited pat-
tern structure.

The key insight to our work is that most image editing opera-
tions compute linear combinations on sets of pixel colors, where
the weights depend on the operations themselves. Examples of
such operations include layering, painting, rescaling, blurring, de-
tail enhancement, local and global contrast manipulation, seamless
cloning, etc. This suggests that if we define parameterizations for
the appearance parameters such that linear operations on them are
mathematically sound and respect their physical meaning, we can
directly employ image editing algorithms onto these new editing
parameters. To edit a spatially-varying material, we can then con-
vert the physical parameters to editing ones, perform all image edit-
ing operations onto them, and apply the inverse conversion to go
back to physical parameters. From a user perspective, this implies
that most operations commonly used in image editing are readily
available to alter material appearance. In particular, we introduce
parameterizations for microfacet roughness, local frames and sub-
surface profiles, while discussing in what conditions diffuse and
specular energies can be altered.

We tested our editing spaces by implementing both an offline editor
that supports all example operations listed above, and a real-time
GPU-based painting application with an interface similar to Mari
[MARI ]. To adapt image editing operations to work on materials,
we took the unmodified image editing algorithms and applied them
to material parameters in editing space. In Fig. 1 we show exam-
ple edits where we age, burn, combine and cleanup a few materials

using our editors. Since in editing space operations are defined in
the same manner, i.e. consistently, for all parameters, it is often
faster to apply the same operation to multiple parameters at once.
In physical space, each parameter is usually edited independently.
For example editing a grayscale heightfield is different than edit-
ing the diffuse albedo, since the former uses intensity differences to
derivate slopes and the latter uses colors to express the magnitude
of reflectance energy. Our editors allow users to choose which pa-
rameters will be edited and do not impose any physical constraints,
such as energy conservation, to avoid any limitation on artistic ex-
pression and to follow current workflows.

Editing spaces are derived from ideas discussed in a variety of
fields, including statistics, image editing, animation, robotics. Our
first main contribution is to adapt these ideas on materials, an ap-
plication quite different from the context where these ideas were
originated for. Our second main contribution is to show that all
these editing spaces are consistently defined such that the same,
unmodified, image editing operations can be applied to very dif-
ferent quantities, namely analytic an tabulated BRDFs, BSSRDFs
and local frame variations. The simplicity of applying operations in
editing space allowed us to demonstrate very complex edits, such as
local contrast enhancement and seamless cloning, that to the best of
our knowledge have not been shown before for materials. We be-
lieve that the use of editing spaces finally unlocks the possibility
of creating easily a “Photoshop for materials”. Furthermore, we
can easily take advantage of hardware acceleration, since in editing
spaces operations are applied as linear combination that GPUs can
handle very efficiently. While creating the edits in this paper, we
found that the consistent linear behavior of different parameters in
edit space reduced the number of trials and errors we took to reach
the wanted result.

2 Related Works

Analytic BRDFs Representing objects’ appearance in a compact
and general manner is still an open problem. Today, in most practi-
cal applications, surface BRDFs are represented with analytic mod-
els often based on microfacet theory. Example of these models are
[Phong 1975; Cook and Torrance 1981; Ashikhmin and Shirley
2000; van Ginneken et al. 1998]. To edit these representations,
artists manipulate their parameters directly with modeling software.
These representations work quite well for spatially-varying appear-
ance too, since textures are used directly to encode material param-
eters.

Perceptual Parametrizations Many researchers [Pellacini et al.
2000; Westlund and Meyer 2001; Ngan et al. 2005; Vangorp et al.
2007; Wills et al. 2009; Pereira and Rusinkiewicz 2012] investigate
parameterizations and distance metrics based on perceptual stud-
ies, rather than physical considerations. While for distance compu-
tations these work well, [Kerr and Pellacini 2010] shows that the
benefits of perceptual parametrizations during editing are not over-
whelming. We considered using these metrics but decided to opt
out since perceptual formulations still do not cover a large range of
materials and the influence of spatial variation on material percep-
tion is not well understood.

Editing Operations To support editing materials with workflows
similar to images, [Pellacini and Lawrence 2007; An and Pellacini
2008] propose selection operations and [An et al. 2011] proposes
an histogram matching substitute. Together with material picking,
these can be used to derive complex and rich edits. But the number
of given operations is very restricted compared to image editing
software. In this paper, we take a different approach: rather than
introducing new operations, we reparametrize the material such that
image editing operations can be naturally applied.
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Figure 2: Comparisons between modifying parameters in editing and physical spaces. (a) Gaussian blur applied to frame perturbations
represented in physical space (heightfield) or in editing space. Note how the heightfield perturbation is overly curved, disrupting the object
shape. (b) Detail enhancement by unsharp masking on all BRDF parameters in physical and editing space. Note how in physical space the
size of specular highlights changes abruptly near the edges of the tiles due to the parameter non-linearity.

Linear Factorizations Lawrance et al. in [2006] propose a frame-
work that represents spatially-varying materials as linear combina-
tions of a few base BRDFs and weight images. The base BRDF are
represented by tabulation. Editing in this space can be achieved by
changing the base materials of the masks. Pellacini and Lawrance
in [2007] show thought that these edits are quite restricted and many
simple edits cannot be performed.

Muiltiscale Editing Wu et al. in [2011] and [2013] propose meth-
ods to design object appearance at two scales, proposing several
editing operations tuned for bi-scale transport. Some of these op-
erations are similar in name to ours but fundamentally different,
in that we alter the material spatial distributions while they model
microsurface details to control macroscopic appearance.

Local Frames To the best of our knowledge, editing bump, nor-
mal or tangent maps is done with specialized software, that only
supports a small set of operations, or with image editing software
that is likely to distort geometric variations considerably. In this
paper we propose a formulation that models local frames well for
all editing operations.

3 Editing Space

Overview To edit spatially-varying materials we project each pa-
rameter in an appropriate non-linear editing space. In that space,
linear operations on the parameter coefficients has predictable be-
havior with respect to the parameter’s use in the material definition.
Image editing operations are then implemented by substituting lin-
ear operations on colors, with linear operations in editing space, for
each parameter. Once all edits are performed, we project the editing
space parameters back to their physical counterpart for rendering
and storage.

Material Representation The basic idea of introducing editing
spaces can be implemented for most material representations. In
this paper, we demonstrate it on materials described by a microfacet
BRDFs, with perturbed local frames, and heterogenous BSSRDFs.
We write the BRDF as

ρ(i,o) =
kd
π

+
F (i,h, ks)D(h)G(i,o)

4|i · n||o · n|

where i and o are the incoming and outgoing angles, h is their bi-
sector, n the normal, kd the diffuse albedo, F the fresnel term spec-
ified by the color ks at normal incidence, and the shadow masking
term G. In our implementation, we use the shadow-masking term
presented in [Cook and Torrance 1981] and the Schlick Fresnel ap-
proximation [Schlick 1994], but other formulations could be used
[Walter et al. 2007] since the editing spaces are defined only for D.
The BRDF is rendered with perturbed normals and tangents, from
bump, normal or tangent maps.

Microfacet models differ mostly in the choice of microfacet dis-
tribution that controls angular scattering. In our implementation,
we test the isotropic Phong [1975] Dp and Beckmann Db [Cook
and Torrance 1981] distributions, the Ashkimin-Shirley [2000]
anisotropic distribution Da and a tabulated isotropic distribution
Ds, defined as follows:

Dp(h) =
n+ 2

2π
(h · n)n Db(h) =

exp
(h·n)2−1

m2(h·n)2

m(h · n)4

Da(h) = (h · n)nu(h·tu)+nv(h·tv)

Ds(h) = d(arccos (h · n))

where n is the Phong exponent, m is the Beckmann roughness,
nu and nv are the anisotropic Phong exponents along the tangents
tu and tv , and d is a curve sampled in the angle θh between the
bisector and the normal.

We also consider the editing of heterogenous subsurface scattering
represented as diffuse BSSRDFs Rd, that approximately capture
the light scattering in the material volume. We use the SubEdit fac-
torization that supports BSSRDF editing by manipulating one di-
mensional scattering profiles defined at each surface location [Song
et al. 2009]. With this factorization, the BSSRDF between two sur-
face locations xi and xo can be written as

Rd(xi, i,xo,o) =
1

π
Fi(xi, i)

√
pxi(r)pxo(r)Fo(xo,o)

where Fi and Fo are angular terms, r is the distance between sur-
face locations xi and xo, and px are the one dimensional scattering
profiles. We refer the reader to the original paper [Song et al. 2009]
for a more in-depth discussion of this factorization in regard to edit-
ing BSSRDFs.

3.1 Editing Spaces

Diffuse and Specular Coefficients The diffuse coefficient kd rep-
resents the diffuse albedo of the material. Linear operations on the
diffuse albedo are already well defined. Nevertheless, diffuse coef-
ficients stored in textures are typically available to artists encoded
in the sRGB color space and edited directly in this encoding. Per-
forming linear operations in this space does not in fact respect the
physical meaning of the parameters. For example, scaling a diffuse
albedo by 0.5 in sRGB does not produce a material with half the dif-
fuse response. For this reason, when input textures are not in RGB
color space we correct them to compensate for this non-linearity,
by introducing a diffuse editing parameter kd with the following
transformations

kd = kd
1/2.2 kd = kd

2.2
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Figure 3: Interpolation of single parameters in editing space: (a) diffuse kd, (b) specular ks, (c) Phong exponent n, (d) Beckmann roughness
m, (e) sampled distributions and (f) anisotropic Phong nu. Note that interpolated parameters appear linear. (g) Using instead physical
parameters, such as Phong n, equal steps in interpolation do not appear linear.

This idea was already discussed for image editing in [Debevec and
Malik 1997], albeit motivated differently since colors and albedos
are physically-different quantities. We perform the same correction
for the specular coefficient ks. Fig. 3 shows linear interpolation of
BRDF parameters in our editing spaces. Note that linearly inter-
polating the specular and diffuse coefficient yields linear variation
in surface appearance. Here and in the rest of the paper, we show
images color-corrected to linearize the display at a gamma of 2.2
and lit by environment maps.

Microfacet Distributions The distributions D are probability dis-
tributions of the microfacet normals in the angular domain, with the
property that

∫
Ω
D(h)(h · n)dh = 1. In the isotropic case, most

commonly-used distributions can be written as one dimensional
functions d of the angle θ between the normal and the bisector. The
normalization property can be written as

∫ π/2
0

d(θ) cos θ sin θdθ =
1/(2π).

We derive linear operations for distributions by considering
the well-understood case of the interpolation between two one-
dimensional distributions. As discussed in [Read 1999], the inter-
polation of two one-dimensional distributions is a nonlinear oper-
ation that can be computed as the linear interpolation of the in-
verses of the corresponding cumulative distribution functions ( cdf
in short). The intuition behind this definition is that we seek a re-
sulting cdf where the cumulative distributions to interpolate are
equal for a given cumulative probability.
We can adapt this definition to microfacet distributions by deriv-

ing a proper definition for the microfacet cdf . In our case,
the cumulative distribution functions c are monotonic functions
from [0, π/2] to [0, 1] defined with respect to the above integral as
c(θ) =

∫ θ
0
d(θ′) cos θ′ sin θ′dθ′. The inverse of c(θ) is a function

cinv(y) from [0, 1] to [0, π/2] that always exists since c is mono-
tonic. In this notation, the interpolation of two distributions d1 and
d2 is defined by first computing the inverse of the corresponding
cdfs cinv1 and cinv2 . We then compute the linear interpolation of
these functions cinvi (y) = αcinv1 (y) + (1 − α)cinv2 (y). Finally,
we invert cinvi to obtain the interpolated cdf ci(θ) and derive the
latter to compute the interpolated distribution di(θ). Fig. 4 shows
the linear interpolation between two distributions computed by this
method.

We can generalize the interpolation case summarized above by tak-
ing the inverse of the cumulative distribution function cinv(y) as
the editing parameter d(y) for a valid microfacet isotropic distribu-
tion d(θ). In this space, the product of d(y) by a scalar α is just the
function αd(y) and the sum of d1(y) and d2(y) is just the function
d1(y) + d2(y). After all operations are performed, we invert the
transformation to derive the edited distribution. Note that arbitrary
linear operations might change the normalization of the edited dis-
tribution. We thus renormalize the edited distribution by scaling it
by the inverse of their integral.
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Figure 4: Scaling and interpolation of sampled distributions. Orig-
inals generated according to the GGX with coefficient m.

In summary, we can write

d(y) =

[∫ θ

0

d(θ′) cos θ′ sin θ′dθ′
]inv

d(θ) =
d

dθ

[d(y)]inv

cos θ sin θ

Fig. 4 shows the scaling operation applied to a distribution. Scaling
by values lower than 1 sharpens the specular highlight, while scal-
ing by values greater than 1 widens it. Summing two distributions
widens the specular highlights. Note also that summing a distribu-
tion to itself computes the same value as scaling by 2, as should
be. We observe that if we represent cinv(y) by uniform sampling
in y, the discussed operations amount to a linear algebra in a vector
space of size s, where s is the number of samples. We also note that
out-of-range values, in particular negative values, in editing space
may occur in the intermediate steps of computation, e.g. in detail
enhancement. In these cases, these values are valid. Negative val-
ues that may remain after computation are handled by clamping.
This is also true for colors in image editing, where out-of-range
RGB values may be used during computation and clamped later for
display.

Sampled Distributions We use the above formulation directly
when editing the sampled distribution Ds(h) = d(θ). In our im-
plementation, d is sampled uniformly at 128 samples along θ. We
compute the cdf by numerical quadrature and define its inverse by
simply swapping the cdf axes. We compute linear operations di-
rectly on the sampled values of the inverse cdf . We compute the
final distribution by numerical differentiation and finally resample
at the original density. Fig. 4 was computed using this method.
Fig. 3 shows the rendering of the linear interpolation between two
distributions sampled from the analytic GGX distribution to show
that our method is general with respect to the curve used [Walter
et al. 2007]. Note that the appearance of the surfaces varies linearly
between them as desired.

Analytic Distributions We define the editing spaces of analytic
microfacet distributions following the same method. Unfortunately,
the final edited distributions are not analytic anymore. Rather than
changing representation, from analytic to sampled, we derive an
analytic approximation of the editing spaces and work directly in
this representation.

Let us consider the case of the Phong distribution d(θ;n) = (n +
2)(cos θ)n where the cdf can be computed analytically c(θ;n) =
1 − (cos θ)n+2. Scaling by α corresponds to a scaled cdf cs that
is defined by scaling θ in the original cdf cs(θ;n) = c(αθ;n) =
1− cos(αθ)n+2. Note that the scaled cdf is not the cdf of a Phong
distribution any longer. To ensure that the edited distribution will
still be Phong-like, we seek to approximate the correct scaled cdf
cs(θ;n) with the Phong cdf defined by an appropriately computed
exponent. In other words, we want to compute an exponent ns such
that c(αθ;n) ≈ c(θ;ns). We found that nsα2 works over a good
range of values as shown in Fig. 5. From this we can derive the
editing space n = 1/

√
n for n such thatαn gives nα2. This editing
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Figure 5: Comparison between scaling the input parameter of an-
alytic cdfs, and computing the cdf from an appropriately scaled
roughness, for Phong and Beckmann distributions. Note that the
fit works very well in practice allowing us to define an approximate
edit space for the analytic parameters.
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Figure 6: Scaling and interpolation of subsurface scattering pro-
files. Originals from measured data.

space works well for addition too, providing us with an approximate
linear algebra for Phong exponents. In summary,

n = 1/
√
n n = 1/n2

We follow a similar reasoning to derive an approximate linear al-
gebra for Beckmann’s roughness m. In this case, the analytic cdf
is 1 − e− tan θ/m2

resulting in an editing space m that is approxi-
mately m as shown in Fig. 5.

Finally, the anisotropic Ashikmin-Shirley distribution is defined by
two exponents along orthogonal axes. Since these are orthogonal,
we define their editing spaces separately to match the Phong editing
space. Note that this implies that we do not account for rotations
of the axis when interpolating anisotropy. This is on purpose, since
our model treats the frame rotations separately, as discussed below.

SubEdit Scattering Profiles To edit subsurface scattering, we al-
ter the scattering profiles at each surface location independently.
The scattering profiles account both for the surface albedo at a loca-
tion as well as the shape of the scattering. To edit them, we compute
the surface albedo as kd =

∫∞
0
p(r)rdr and edit it linearly just like

a color. The normalized scattering profiles pn(r) = p(r)/kd can
be seen as distributions over the object surfaces and edited with the
method above, given an appropriate definition of the cdf . Fig. 6
shows a scaling operation applied to the normalized profiles that
sharpens the BSSRDF accordingly. In summary, the editing space
for the normalized profiles is written as

pn(y) =

[∫ r

0

pn(r
′)r′dr′

]inv
pn(r) =

d

dr

[pn(y)]
inv

r

Local Frames Together with editing scattering properties, we also
want to edit local frame perturbations. In general, these are ex-
pressed as bump, normal and tangent maps. It is customary to
use image editing software to directly edit bump maps encoded as
grayscale images. Doing so though leads to unexpected behavior
for many edits, since local frame variations are derived from bump
maps in a non-linear manner, as shown in Fig. 2.



To edit local frames, we observe that they can be obtained by rotat-
ing the geometric frame at the surface with an appropriately com-
puted rotation. This representation encompasses both the normal
variations and the definition of tangents for anisotropy. For normal
maps, we can compute a rotation as the smallest rotation that brings
the geometric normal to the perturbed one. A similar computation
is done for tangent maps. We now seek to define an editing space
that allows us to perform linear operations on rotations such that
they combine properly.

It is well know that unit quaternions provide a representation for ro-
tations that allows for smooth interpolation between rotations, us-
ing slerp operations. These operations, though, are non-linear in
the quaternion coordinates. Furthermore, the more general case of
affine combinations of more than two orientations can be defined
in various manners, as reviewed in [Lee 2008] and [Markley et al.
2007]. In our work, we adopt the formulation of Grassia [1998]
since it provides an elegant definition of editing space. In his defini-
tion, affine combinations of orientations are computed by first trans-
forming the orientations in a vector space by logarithmic mapping,
then performing linear operations on them, and finally transform-
ing the result back to quaternions using exponential mapping. This
formulation ensures that combination of unit quaternions in editing
space are closed under linear operations. We adopt this formulation
by defining the editing space q for a quaternion q = (qs,qv), with
scalar component qs and vector component qv, using the logarith-
mic and exponential mappings of quaternions as

q = l̃n(q) =

(
ln |q| , v

|v| cos
−1

(
s

|q|

))

q = ẽxp(q) =

(
es cos(|v|), es v

|v| sin (|v|)
)

where the identity quaternion is mapped to the null vector and vice
versa.

3.2 Discussion and Limitations

Practicality The use of editing spaces is general, in that new pa-
rameters can be easily added, as well as practical, since editing pa-
rameters do not require any modification to the implementation of
image editing operations. Furthermore, the use of editing spaces is
easily integrable in the current workflows, since it does not require
to change neither the material models nor the storage and rendering
(or shading) policies. Operations in these spaces amount to switch-
ing values of vectors resulting both GPU and CPU friendly.

Perceptual Spaces One could argue that editing spaces should
have been perceptually-based since it is believed that these have
better properties in editing. We have chosen not to use perceptual
parameterizations for several reasons. First, perceptual metrics ex-
ist only for some parameters and not others (e.g. frame rotations).
Second, perceptual dimensions may not be always orthogonal, lead-
ing to the same limitation discussed below. Third, the benefit of
perceptual spaces in editing are still not well understood [Kerr and
Pellacini 2010]. Fourth, the effects of spatial variation on material
perception is still being investigated. Finally, applying operations
in perceptual space does not necessarily give predictable results.
This is similar to image editing where color pickers often use HSV,
while operations are performed in RGB. Note though that one could
include them for selected parameters, if necessary.

Limitations The main limitation of our approach comes from our
stated goal of not changing material representation or editing work-
flow. In particular, we edit parameters individually, but they are
non-orthogonal with respect to final appearance. For example, lo-
cal rotations change the overall diffuse and specular responses. We

initially considered using a general representation for rotated ap-
pearance functions and attempted to edit that. But even in simple
cases this turned out to be impractical. Analytic representations for
rotated appearance are not closed with respect to linear operations,
defeating the very purpose of using rotated appearance functions.
While one could compute an analytic approximation of the edited
appearance, this requires expensive and numerically-unstable non-
linear optimizations for each pixel. The other possibility is to use a
sampled representation or one based on basis decomposition. While
these can be made closed under linear operations, prior work has
shown that they are not practical in terms of memory requirements
since they require many coefficients for accuracy. Note that the
concerns expressed here about other representations are provable
mathematically and they come directly from the requirement of al-
lowing arbitrary linear operations. In conclusion, while we believe
that it is a limitation of our approach not to edit directly rotated
appearance, we also do not know of any practical solution to this
concern.

4 Results

Materials We have tested our editing space formulation on a vari-
ety of materials, from natural to manmade, with different analytic
or sampled representation. All material datasets have been edited
at a resolution of 512 × 512, distributions are sampled with 128
samples and SubEdit curves have a resolution of 32 samples. We
chose materials with Phong, Beckmann and sampled distributions
and rendered them under a variety of environment lights. The sup-
plemental material contains high resolution renderings and videos
of whole painting sessions.

4.1 Editing Operations

Operations In Fig. 1, we age, burn, combine and cleanup a few
materials. These examples show that we can obtain complex edits
by using sequences of imaging operations applied in editing space.
In the reminder of this section, we summarize the operations we
implemented, shown in Fig. 7. The supplemental video shows the
same materials rendered under varying illumination. We include
operations that can be formulated as linear combinations of indi-
vidual pixels. We show operations that work on each pixel inde-
pendently, filters that work on local neighbors and operations that
combine multiple materials together. Algorithms for each operation
were taken from the image editing literature.

Scaling The simplest operation to perform is just scaling the edit-
ing parameters by a constant value s: p′ = sp where the primed
parameters are the edited one. This is akin to setting exposure in
image editing. This operation scales the diffuse and specular colors
changing their energy, sharpens specular highlights for s < 1 and
broadens it for s > 1. The magnitude of local frame perturbations
is enhanced for s > 1 and decreased for s < 1. In Fig. 7, we
scale both frame perturbations and sampled microfacets distribu-
tions. Note that for s < 1 the material becomes more mirror-like,
while become rough for s > 1. We use this operation quite a bit in
more complex edits, as shown in Fig. 1.

Similarly to the “levels” operations in image-editing softwares,
sampled curves can be used to control the amount of scaling applied
based on the parameter value. To get the scaling value, we compute
the length of each parameter using the Euclidean distance of its
editing coordinates, appropriately remapped in the [0, 1] range. We
then use a sample curve as a lookup table to define a scaling value
s = curve(|p|). For diffuse and specular energies, this is akin to
the levels operation applied on each channel separately. For distri-
butions, this allows us to control the amount of change in the sharp-
ness of the specular highlight in the range of its possible values. A
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Figure 7: Example operations applied in editing space: (a) scaling frames and reflectance, (b) enhancing global contrast with curves, (c)
removing details with bilateral filtering, (d) compositing a bumped metal with a dirty surface using a gradient mask, (e-f) enhancing local
details by unsharp masking BRDF parameters and frames, (g) embedding metal rods in a rock with seamless cloning and (h) controlling
anisotropic direction by scaling frames.

similar control is achieved on frame perturbations. Curves can be
applied to different BRDF parameters at same time, in Fig. 7 curve
adjustment was applied on kd, analytic Phong distributions and on
frame perturbations to precisely change the contrast and avoid clip-
ping.

Filtering While scaling operations act on individual pixels, filters
acts on collections. We tested our editing space using both a lin-
ear and a non-linear filter, namely gaussian blur and bilateral fil-
tering. Both these filters are computed as weighted sums of sin-
gle material values p′ =

∑
i∈N w(p, pi)pi where the sum is com-

puted over the pi spatial neighbors of p in the neighborhood N
and w is the weight. For gaussian blur, the weight is computed
as a spatial gaussian, while in bilateral filter we use both a spa-
tial and range gaussian, where the range gaussian is computed with
the Euclidean distance in editing space. Fig. 2 shows an example
of applying the gaussian blur over local frame perturbations. Note
how the edited appearance blurs naturally as the radius in increased.
However, if one performs blurring over the textures directly, the ap-
pearance blurs quite unnaturally as shown well by blurring a bump
map. Finally, Fig. 7 shows how applying a bilateral filter to kd and
frame perturbations works just like in image editing, maintaining
edges, while smoothing out the details. In Fig. 1, we use bilateral
to cleanup a material.

Detail Enhancement Based on the filtering results above, we
can enhance local contrast by subtracting a blurred version to the
dataset, scale the remaining details, and add them back to the re-
sults. Of the various detail enhancement formulations, we chose to

implement ”unsharp masking” for its simplicity, where the blurring
filter is the bilateral filter discussed above. Fig. 7 shows enhanced
details for the all parameters, the crumpled paper is a measured
material from [Aittala et al. 2013]. Note how local details are en-
hanced faithfully while the overall structure of the material remains
unchanged. In Fig. 1, we use this operations to age by enhancing
small details, such as cracks.

Compositing In image editing software, alpha compositing is used
in two main manners. First, it is the base of the “layering” user
interface used in most softwares. Second, it is used when painting
over surfaces, that can be implemented as a layer operation. In
editing space, alpha compositing is just a linear operation of the
parameters p′ = (1 − α)p1 + αp2. Fig. 7 shows the application
of a dirt and scratched material on a hammered metal piece. This
operation is the base of our GPU painter described below.

Seamless Cloning To clone parts of a material onto another, we
implemented a seamless cloning algorithm that uses mean-value
coordinates [Farbman et al. 2009]. The core idea is to compute a
smooth membrane in the interior of the selection from the values at
the boundaries. These amounts to just linear operations so the algo-
rithm works without changes in editing space. We refer the reader
to the paper for further details. Fig. 7 shows cloning a section of a
material onto another. Note how we seamless merge both normal
variations and BRDF parameters. We use this operation in Fig. 1 to
smoothly embed a metallic decoration in a concrete greek column
piece.
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Figure 8: Scaling of subsurface scattering profiles rendered under
diffuse illumination and sharp linear lighting.

Anisotropy Controls All our edits work well also for anisotropic
materials where we can naturally control not only the scattering
parameters, bust also the tangent orientations. In fact, the latter
becomes quite natural since our quaternion operations capture well
tangent variations and maintain normals and tangents orthonormal.
Fig. 7 shows an example of altering tangents directions by scaling
them.

Subsurface Scattering All operations shown here work without
changes for subsurface scattering. Fig. 8 shows one possible exam-
ple where we scale the subsurface profile generating more (or less)
translucent surfaces, while maintaining the albedo unchanged. Note
that editing subsurface remains just like editing specular highlights,
which is an additional benefit in user workflows.

4.2 GPU Implementation

Painting System Editing spaces can easily take advantage of hard-
ware acceleration, since in those spaces edits are applied as linear
operations that GPUs can handle very efficiently. We implemented
a GPU-based interactive painter used to create a few results shown
in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 9. The interface is inspired by the Mari painting
system [MARI ], while strokes rasterization follows the algorithms
summarized in [Paul Rosin and John Collomosse 2013]. Artists
paint on 3D surfaces, with brush strokes rasterized in UV space.
The GPU is used to rasterize brush strokes and to preview the ob-
ject under directional lighting. The supplemental video shows a few
painting sessions. We support all analytic BRDFs and frame rota-
tions. The application runs interactively on an Intel HD Graphics
5000, a low-performance integrated mobile GPU.

Painting Algorithm Our painter works using multiple material
layers, one for a source material that is used to copy pixels from,
one for the edited material, and one for brush strokes rasteriza-
tion. Material layers are stored in editing space and composited
during painting interactions using the strokes layer as mask. We
also support source material scaling and quick brush adjustments
parameters like size, opacity and spacing. Users can select which
parameters to paint from, to achieve specific effects, but typically
operate on most of them at once. For real-time preview, we convert
the composited material back to physical space and render on the
GPU.

Implementation Details We implemented all compositing using a
simple shader, that is the same for all parameters. We take advan-
tage of the linearity of editing spaces in many places throughout the
painting application. We use native texture lookups and mipmap-
ping since trilinear interpolation, a linear operation, is well-defined
in editing space. Brush values in editing space are resized using
image rescaling, where each value is a linear combination of its val-
ues. Since in physical space interpolation is non-linear, we could
not have used hardware texture interpolation nor rescale brushes
without non-linear optimizations.

Painted Surface We painted a variety of surfaces using our proto-
type. We changed the appearance and the structure of the ceramic
tile pattern of Fig. 2. We cleaned an old surface and covered a piece
with bronze. We aged a wood cortex and covered some pieces with
moss. These edits took about from 4 to 15 minutes using a tablet. In
all these cases, we found the system to work very well and shorten
significantly painting time since most times we applied the same
strokes to multiple parameters, as shown well in the video. In phys-
ical space, it would have taken us significantly longer to paint and
with a worse result since we would have had to repaint some regions
to perform the same edit on different parameters.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a framework for editing spatially-varying
materials using image editing operations. We define non-linear
transformations to and from editing spaces, where editing opera-
tions can be applied with more intuitive and predictable results. In
these spaces, we can trivially adapt off-the-shelf the multitude of
image editing operations to materials. Most of these can be re-
duced to simple vector operations (which are both GPU and CPU
friendly), so hardware acceleration advantage can be taken easily.
In the future, we plan to extend our method to other BRDF and
BSSRDF representations and investigate a set of presets for editing
operations that are specifically useful for material editing.
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